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THE COFIBRE OF THE TRANSFER MAP

LARRY W. CUSICK

Abstract. Suppose a finite group G acts freely on a finite complex X with orbit

space B. The cofibre # of the transfer map, is defined by the cofibre sequence

2°B+ ±> 2°x"+-> <e. We show that there is a spectral sequence Hg(X; M ® hi) =>

hp + 'l('£) for any cohomology theory h*, where M is the reduced regular Z-represen-

tation for C. As a special case we prove that H*C#; Z2) is a free H*( B: Z2)-module

on a zero-dimensional class for any two-fold cover.

0. Introduction. If a finite group G acts freely on a topological space X with orbit

space B then the natural projection map X -» B is a finite cover. Under reasonable

assumptions there is an associated stable map tr: 2°5 + -> 2°Jf+ called the transfer

that has proved useful in solving problems in homotopy theory and group actions. It

is the purpose of this paper to provide means for computing the cohomology of the

cofibre of tr. Specifically, if X is finite, *& is the spectrum defined by the mapping

cone

2°73+ ^>I.0X+-+ <€,

and A* is a generalized cohomology theory, then we prove that there is a convergent

spectral sequence

E{'q = Hp(X; M ® A9) =*• h" +"(<#),

where the cohomology groups appearing on the left are equivariant cohomology with

coefficients in the G-module M ® hq (M = right reduced regular representation for

G). In particular, when A* is ordinary cohomology we obtain an isomorphism

H*(<&) = H*(X; M).

In §1 we outline the construction of the transfer. That section is not meant to be a

detailed discussion on the transfer, rather its purpose is to establish the notation

used in the existence proof of the spectral sequence. In §2 we prove the main

theorem. The spectral sequence turns out to be a reindexed Serre spectral sequence

for a certain relative fibration that arises from the construction of tr. The cohomol-

ogy h*(<4!) turns out to have the structure of a A*(B)-module. As a special case, if

X -» B is a two-fold cover, we show that # is the Thorn space T(-£L), where -|£ is

the complementary bundle of ¡¡L = L XZI and L is the nontrivial one-dimensional
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orthogonal representation of Z2. In particular, H*C$;Z2) is a free H*(B; Z2)-mod-

ule on a zero-dimensional class.

The author would like to thank the referee for several helpful comments and

suggestions and, in particular, for pointing out Corollary 2.11, which replaces a

somewhat weaker theorem in the original version of this paper.

1. The transfer map. We assume throughout that G is a finite group of order n

acting freely and cellularly on a finite CW-complex X with orbit space B. The

transfer map associated to the finite cover p: X -» B is a stable map tr: 2°¿?+->

2°Ar+, where 20^+ is the suspension spectrum whose «th term is the space S" A X+

and X+ is X with a disjoint basepoint added. We shall outline a construction of tr

(for fuller detail see [A or BG]).

Let D' denote the /-disc and D1 its interior. The first step in the construction is to

produce an embedding e: D1 X X <-> D' X B which makes the following diagram

commute:

A      D1 X B

1/ w2

B

where tt2 is the projection onto the second factor. This may be done as follows: For a

right orthogonal representation W of G, with dimension m, let £w denote the

w-plane bundle p: W X G X -* B, wherep(v, x) = p(x). The bundle £w represents a

class a in KO(B) that has finite order.

This may be seen as follows: Let BqG denote the qth filtration of BG arising from

the Milnor construction of a classifying space [M]. According to [At], KO(BG) =

limKO(BqG), and the image of the natural map KO(BG) -* KO(BqG) is finite.

Now, a is in the image of /*: KO(BG) -* K~Ö(B), where /: B -» BG is the

classifying map of the cover p: X -» B. Since B is finite, / factors through a map /:

B -» B G; consequently, we have the commutative diagram

KÖ(BG)       -*       K~5(B)

KÖ(Bfi)

and a has finite order. This means there is a k such that the direct sum © k£w = £e*

is stably trivial over 2?-. Let /?' be a trivial representation such that ¿^ is a trivial

vector bundle, where V = © A'W ffi Ä'. Thus, we may choose a trivialization

D'XB

/   772

(1.1)

£>' X X

pir2 \

(1.2)

Wxci

p\

B

where / = dim V and Z)K is the unit disc in V.
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We now choose W (hence V) to be faithful and orientation preserving (the latter

assumption will be needed in §2). This allows us to equivariantly embed j: D1 X G

■-* DV. The embedding e of (1.1) is given by the composition

D1 X X^(D X G) XCX

jx¿x s     .
■->•   DVXCX-+ Dl X B,

where $(v, x) = (v, 1, x) (1 = unit in G). The commutative diagram (1.1) is easy to

check.

The transfer may now be constructed as follows: Let E = D' X B\e(D' X X)

and E0 = aD1 X B. By collapsing E/E0 to a point, we obtain the following map:

D' X B/3D1 X B      -?     D'X X/dD' X X
IK 111

S'aB + S' a X+

In other words, the stable transfer is given by a cofibre sequence

(1.3) 2-'£/£o -* 2°¿?+ * 2°A-+.

For the uniqueness and naturality properties of tr one may consult, for example, [A].

(1.4) Definition. The cofibre <€ of tr is defined by the mapping cone

2°2?+ %1*X+-* <€.

(1.5) Remark. By (1.3) we have an equivalence of spectra <€ - 1X~'E/E0.

2. The cofibre of the transfer map. We now address the problem of computing

A*Ctf ) for any generalized cohomology theory A*. From (1.5) we have

(2.1) rV(V) s H4+1-'(E, E0).

Let F = DV\j(b' X G) and F0 = aDV, where we are using the notation from §1.

Note that the pair (F, F0) comes equipped with a right G-action.

For the notion of relative A *-fibration see [D].

(2.2) Proposition. The projection map onto the second factor tt2: E —> B (resp. tt2:

E0 -* B) is the projection map for a relative h*-fibration (E, E0, tt2, B) with relative

fibre (F,F0).

Proof. By definition of (E, E0), <p induces a homeomorphism (F X c X, F0

X c X) = (E, E0) over B. The proposition follows.   ■

Thus, to compute h*(E, E0) we may employ the relative Serre spectral sequence

[D]

Ep-q = Hp{B; h"(F, F0)) ^ hp + q(E, E0).

The cohomology groups in the £2-term are cohomology with a local coefficient

system A*(F, F0).
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Let G be the fundamental group of B. If X is connected there is an epimorphism e:

G ^> G, and so we may give h*(F, F0) the structure of a G-module via e. We call this

new module e*h*(F, F0). By a theorem due to S. Eilenberg (see [W]) we may identify

H*(B; h*(F, F0)) = H?{B; e*h*(F, FQ)),

where the groups on the right represent equivariant cohomology with coefficients in

the G-module e*h*(F, F0).

(2.3) Lemma. If M is a G-module with the induced G-module denoted by e*M and X

is connected, then there is an isomorphism of equivariant cohomology groups

H¿(B;e*M)^H*(X;M).

Proof. This is due to a natural isomorphism at the CW-cochain level. Let m be the

kernel of e (tt = ttxX); then Homz(c](C#A', M) = Homz[c](Z ®z[77]C + /3, M) =

Hom7[ô](C*B,e*M).   ■

By the above lemma we may identify

H*{B; e*h*(F, F0)) = H*(X; h*(F, F0)).

It remains to describe the G-module structure of A*(F, F0).

(2.4) Definition. Let M (resp. M) denote the regular (resp., reduced regular)

Z-representation of G.

(2.5) Lemma. Let i: F0^-> F be the natural inclusion; then there is a commutative

diagram of G-modules in which the vertical maps are isomorphisms, e is the augmenta-

tion map andh*(S'~x) is a trivial G-module:

h*(F) H h*(F0)

= î î s

M®h*(S'-x)     ^     h*(S'-x).

Proof. We first define the maps. Since F0 = S'~x and the representation V, which

was used in the definition of F0, is orientation preserving, h*(F0) is a trivial

G-module. Consequently, we may take the right-hand isomorphism to be the

identity.

For each g e G let Fg = DV\j(°D' X {g}), and ig: F ^ Fg will be the natural

inclusion. The natural inclusion F0 "-* Fg is a homotopy equivalence. Choose a

homotopy inverse fxg: Fg^> F0. The direct sum ® ch*(F0) may be given the

structure of a G-module and it is easy to check that the map

M-   ©(/»g°'g)*:  ®h*(F0)^h*(F)

is an isomorphism of G-modules. There is an obvious isomorphism a: M ®

h*(F0) -> ©geCA*(.F0) of G-modules. The left-hand isomorphism is the composi-

tion n° a. The diagram may now be easily checked to be commutative.   ■
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Since the inclusion i: F0<-> F induces a split epimorphism on cohomology, we

have

(2.6) Lemma. The sequence

0 -» h*(F, F0) -» h*(F) ^ h*(F0) -* 0

is exact.    ■

(2.7) Proposition. h*(F, F0) = M ® h*(S'~x) as G-modules.

Proof. This follows from the following commutative diagram with exact rows and

the previous two lemmas:

0      -+ h*(F,F0) -* h*(F) -*        h*(F0)       -*     0

î Î = T =

0     ->     M®h*{S'-1)     -»     M ® h*(S'~x)     *?*      h*(S'~x)     -»     0

It follows that we have the spectral sequence

Hp(X; M ® hq(S'-x)) => hp + q(E, E0).

Recalling that A'(^) = h' + l~'(E, E0), we may reindex the above spectral sequence;

letting hq = A «(S0) we have

(2.8) Theorem. For connected X there is a spectral sequence

Ef'< = Hp(X; M ®hq)^ hp + q(<€).

(2.9) Corollary. H*(%; K) = H£(X; M ® K) for any commutative ring K.   ■

Remark. From the short exact sequence 0—>M->M—>/C—>0we obtain a short

exact sequence of cochain complexes

0 t* Hom„[C](C„(*; K), M) - Hom^[c](C*(^; K), M)

^HomK[C](Cm(X;K),K)^0.

We may identify HomK[C](C *(X; K), M) = HomK(C*(X; K), K) and

HomK[C](C*(X; K), K) = HomK(C*(B; K), K), in which case e* coincides with

the transfer map tr. It follows that the long exact sequence arising from the above

short exact sequence coincides with the sequence of the cofibration 2°Z? + —> ¿Z°X+ -»

<*?.

We would like to remark that as a consequence of the definition of (E, E0) the

groups h*(E, EQ) may be given the structure of an A*(73)-module via the projection

772. Thus, h*(^) may be regarded as an A*(Z?)-module.

Consider the special case of a two-fold cover p: X -> B. We will show that in this

case the cofibre of the transfer map is actually the Thorn space of a certain bundle

over B. Using the notation from §1 (G = Z2), we construct our equivariant

embedding^: Dl X Z2 *-» DV so that it satisfies the properties

(I)t-'(O, e) = -7(0, t), and

(2) lettting L = one-dimensional subspace of V that is the span ofj(0, e)(L = M)

and writing V = L ® V, we require thatyXD' X Z2) n V = 0. Now, V\ Khas two
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path components and j(b'X {e}) and j(Dl X {t}) are in separate components.

Consequently, the map DV/SV -* F/F0, induced by the inclusion DV «-* F, is a

homotopy equivalence, and they are both equivalent to S'~x.

Write -££ for the complementary bundle to |7 = L X ZX, so i-L © -££ = R1 X B.

The Thorn space T(-^L) is defined as

Z)(-íL)/5(-íJ s DI>XZ¡WXZX

We define ¿: r(-£¿) -> E/E0 by the commutative diagram

T(-iL) - £/£0

IK IK

DVXZX/SVXZX      ->      FXZX/F0XZX,

where the bottom map is induced by the equivariant inclusion DV «■* F.

(2-10) Proposition. im: Hm(T(-£L)) ^ H*(E/E0).

Proof, i induces a map of relative Serre spectral sequences, and at the vE^-level

(homology with local coefficients) /'„,: H*(B; H*(DV, SV)) -» H*(B; H*(F, F0)) is

an isomorphism since i: DV/SV -» F/F0 is a homotopy equivalence. The proposi-

tion follows.    ■

(2.11) Corollary. For a two-fold cover the cofibre % of the transfer map is

homotopy equivalent to 2Zx~'T(-i-L).

(2.12) Corollary. For a two-fold cover that is A*-orientable, h*(<£ ) is a free

h*(B)-module on a generator u0 G h°C£).

Remark. In the special case of the usual two-fold cover p: S" -* RPN, the

cohomology of the cofibre H*(^ ; Z2) turns out to be cyclic over the mod 2

Steenrod algebra. In fact, if we write H*(RPN;Z2) = Z2[z]/zN+x, then Sq'u0 =

z'u0.
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